May 15, 2015

Vice Chancellor of University Advancement (UA)
Associate Vice Chancellor-UA Development
Associate Vice Chancellor-UA Administration
Assistant Vice Chancellor-UA Alumni & Constituent Relations
Assistant Vice Chancellor-UA Central Development
Assistant Vice Chancellor-UA Constituent Development

Re-Delegation of Authority—To Solicit and Accept Gifts

In a letter, dated May 4, 2015 (DA2588), the President delegated to each Chancellor the authority to solicit and accept gifts of up to and including a value of $5 million, within their respective jurisdictions. In accordance with the conditions and restrictions detailed in that letter, I hereby re-delegate the authority to solicit and accept gifts of up to and including a value of $1 million to each of the titled positions listed above within their specific areas of authority.

This re-delegation is effective immediately and supersedes any previous delegation on the subject. This authority may not be re-delegated further.

Sincerely,

Kim A. Wilcox
Chancellor

Cc: Office of the Vice Chancellor-University Advancement
    UCR Delegation of Authority Coordinator